
CHAPTER 4 

Structural Geology 

Major crustal fracture appears to have dominated the tectonics of the region 
of the Queen Charlotte Islands throughout known geological history. Fault move- 
ments in the past appear to have controlled the distribution of volcanic and plutonic 
rocks and the distribution and nature of some sedimentary rocks, and they form the 
major structural features of the present islands. Faulting is still active in this 
region, which is the most active seismic area in Canada. Folds are of lesser impor- 
tance and the origin of some may be related to fault tectonics. 

The structure of the islands is illustrated by a number of maps and diagrams: 
Figure 5, the areal maps; Figure 6, structural cross-sections normal to the west 
coast of Moresby Island at 1 O-mile intervals: Figure 26, faults and linears; Figure 
27, statistical summaries of faults and linears; Figure 30, folds; Figure 31, the tec- 
tonic record; and Figure 32, a diagram of petrogenesis. 

FAULTS 

Faults are one of the most prominent geological features of the islands. The 
geological maps (Fig. 51, and, on a smaller scale, text Figure 26 show the distribu- 
tion and strike of the abundant faults and linears. The most obvious feature on the 
maps is the continuous linkage of the northwestward-trending faults. These form 
three subparallel systems-the Sandspit fault zone in the east, the Rennell Sound- 
Louscoone Inlet fault zane in the centre, and the Queen Charlotte fault in the west. 
In addition to other less continuous faults of similar northwest orientation, there are 
prominent faults in the following approximate orientations: north, north 60 degrees 
east, and east. Linears of uncertain origin are shown separately and are most 
common in the extensive areas of Graham Island, underlain by Masset Formation 
where most linears are oriented in the northeast quadrant. All these features are 
emphasized on Figure 27, which is a statistical summary of faults and linears by 
15-minute quadrangles. The figure shows the orientation of strike in line miles 
per 1%degree sectors with faults in the northern semicircle and linears in the 
southern. All major known faults are steep and dips are not plotted. 

RENNELL SOUND-LOUSCOONE INLET FAULT ZONE 

This fault zone will be described in some detail as not only is it the largest and 
most complicated structure about which much is known, but also it has many general 
features common to faults on the Queen Charlottee Islands. 
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Fig. 26. Distribution of faults and linears. 
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The main fault zone can be traced with varying degrees of certainty from Howe 
Bay on Kunghit Island 120 miles northwest to Rennell Sound. Most of the fault 
strands have some topographic expression, which in many cases is quite marked. 
Topographic expression can also be recognized on the sea floor, in particular in 
Laskeek Bay and part of Juan Perez Sound, thus connecting areas where it can be 
traced on land. The fault has a slightly arcuate over-all trace; south of Louise 
Island the strike of the main strand averages about north 25 degrees west (Lous- 
coone Inlet fault), whereas north of the island it is about north 50 degrees west 
(Rennell Sound fault). Main and subsidiary strands are all steeply dipping, most 
commonly between vertical and 75 degrees northeastward, rarely southwestward. 

The trace of the zone is highly braided on a tine and coarse scale with many 
major and minor parallel subsidiary faults, splay faults, and large horses, such as the 
one between the Beresford splay and the main strand. The main splay and sub- 
sidiary faults are (1) south along Louscoone Inlet, (2) Burnaby Island, (3) along 
Juan Perez Sound from Werner Point to Hoskins Point, (4) Beresford fault, 
(5) Darwin Sound, possibly same as (3), (6) southeast Louise Island, and 
(7) Cumshewa Inlet to Long Inlet. There is a notable deflection in the main strand 
at Louise Island that may be explained partially if the present faults are peripheral 
to the Louise Batholith, which occupies the site of the early fault. Between Louise 
Island and Long Inlet the zone is an imbrication of four or more faults with an 
over-all width of 3 to 4 miles. North of Long Inlet the faults in the Masset Forma- 
tion and the eastern phase of the Kano Batholith appear to have minor offset and 
expression, but in older rocks of Rennell Sound are again large faults of consid- 
erable offset. 

The physical natures of the faults and their wallrocks vary widely. The most 
intensely deformed rocks are cataclastic to sub-mylonitic migmatites of the Luxana 
pluton. Of similar intensity are the chlorite schists formed from Karmutsen basalts 
and basaltic tuffs. These form belts several hundred to a thousand feet wide that 
may contain horses of less deformed rocks. The schists are prominent along George 
Bay, part.of Luxana Inlet, and the south shore of Juan Perez Sound. Of the same 
order are carbonaceous schists that result from the shearing of thinly bedded upper 
Kunga carbonaceous limestone and argillite. These may contain boudins of mas- 
sive limestone, greywacke, or dykes. Many faults tend to follow the bedding in these 
rocks, and a gradation exists between such cxcurrences and ones where the carbon- 
aceous schists formed from them are pulled out along fault planes so that they 
occupy positions between blocks of massive volcanic rocks. In some cases moder- 
ate-sized lenses of the Kunga Formation occur like beads on a string along an 
otherwise tight fault line with just a small carbonaceous smear of gouge. In some 
localities the walls are fairly massive, and the fault tight. In still others, especially 
near Burnaby Strait, faults are filled by iron- and magnesium-bearing carbonate 
rocks which may be up to 150 feet wide. Other fault fillings include dykes of the 
Masset Formation in the north, lenses and dykes of schistose contaminated plutonic 
rocks, and small plutonic lenses at Louscoone Inlet, George Bay, Burnaby Island, 
Juan Perez Sound, Tanu Island, Dana Inlet, and Selwyn Inlet. In addition, wall- 
rocks are commonly slightly metamorphosed-in some cases only thermally. 

It is reasonably assured that the faults have controlled the emplacement of 
many plutons. The Louise, Talunkwan, Atli, and East Sedgwick bodies are 
aligned along the main fault, and the East Kano body is astride the northern strands. 
All these were emplaced at shallow depths. The Luxana migmatitic pluton is 
aligned along the southern extension and shows evidence of strong protoclastic 
deformation parallel to its elongation during generation at a much deeper level. 
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Fig. 27. Faults and hears, orientation by 15.minute quadrangles. 
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Also there are a number of dyke-like plutons and narrow bands of thermal meta- 
morphism aligned along the fault as previously described. Thus the faults have 
acted as conduits for heat, and plutons appear to have been generated and moved 
upward along these planes. 

The Rennell-Louscoone fault zone appears to have been active during deposi- 
tion of the Longann and Henna Formations and to have influenced their nature and 
distribution. The Longarm Formation is very much thicker wi:hin the imbricate 
fault zone from Rennell Sound to Louise Island. This unit is composed primarily 
of greywackc and siltstone, which are full of shelly clasts. The writer concluded 
the formation was laid down in a narrow graben-like trough in which slumping and 
turbidity current distribution were probably important. The Henna conglomerates 
and grits appear to have originated from the area west of the fault zone, probably 
as this block rose relative to the marine basin of the Queen Charlotte Group in the 
east. 

The fold systems of the southern Queen Charlotte Islands (see Fig. 30) bear 
a complicated relation to the faults in genera1 and the Rennell-Louscoone linkage 
in particular. Further discussion occurs on page 156, but the simple pattern of folds 
in the Queen Charlotte Group near Skidegate Inlet will be outlined here. The trend 
of fold axes in these rocks parallels the trace of the fault zone. The intensity of 
folding is generally low but increases toward the fault zone, where vertical dips and 
slightly overturned limbs occur. 

Movement along this fault system was obviously complicated; however, the 
net movement has combined large right lateral separation with significant relative 
subsidence of the eastern block. Even though most strands dip steeply to the east, 
it is doubtful if this subsidence should be called normal movement. The compres- 
sion of the Queen Charlotte Group against the fault renders this term unsuitable. 
Slickensides showing latest movements are all subhorizontal. No data from this 
study indicate with any certainty the amount of fault movement, but rough estimates 
can be made. If one assumes the mid-points of the outcrop belts of Dana facies 
of the Masset Formation were initially opposed across the fault lines, then right 
lateral movement of about 12 miles occurred across the two faults (approximately 
7 miles on the main strand and 5 on the Beresford). However, as much of the fault 
movement must have predated deposition of the Dana facies, the possibility of a 
larger separation must be considered. Fold trends across the fault in the Vancou- 
ver Group would be fairly compatible if movement of the order of 16 miles were 
restored. A much larger restoration would align the two major anticlines and ill- 
defined syncline from Skidegate Channel to Kootenay Inlet with the similar fold 
system from Skincuttle Inlet to Luxana Bay. If this restoration is valid, 58 miles 
of right lateral movement would have occurred. 

From the preceding evidence, activity on the Rennell Sound-Louscoone Inlet 
fault system lasted from before the Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous to after the 
Eocene. Some recent activity is not unlikely. 

Vertical movement could be measured with precision if one knew certainly 
what the horizontal separation was. In the Long Inlet to Cumshewa Inlet area, 
relative movement of the order of 5,000 to 10,000 feet appears likely. From 
Louise Island to Juan Perez Sound, total vertical displacement across the Beresford 
fault and the main strand appears to be only a few thousand feet, but the bounded 
block appears to be a graben. From Juan Perez Sound to Kunghit Island, relative 
displacement of a few thousand to 5,000 feet appears likely. 
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In summary, the east block has been vertically displaced 2,000 to 10,000 feet 
downward and possibly 12 to 58 miles southward relative to the west block. 

Age: The Rennell Sound-Louscoone Inlet fault zone has had a long compli- 
cated history. Much of the movement may have occurred in the Cretaceous, pos- 
sibly some in the Late Jurassic. In the Masset Formation and East Kano Batholith 
in the north and the Louise Batholith in the south, faults are much less prominent 
than in immediately adjacent older rocks. Thus these areas of young rocks have 
been subject to lesser movement that must have occurred in Late Tertiary. There 
are a few certain indications of contemporary activity. 

THE SANDWI~ FAULT SYSTEM 

This system can be traced with relative certainty from Cumshewa Head to the 
northward bend of the Yakoun River some 37 miles. The fault almost ertainly 
continues southward in Hecate Strait for an additional 50 miles, and it or parallel 
faults may continue northwestward across Graham Island to Dixon Entrance. 

Much less is known about the Sandspit fault than the Rennell Sound-Lous- 
coone Inlet fault system. The only exposures are of parallel subsidiary faults 
between Sandspit and Copper Bay. The strike of the main fault is uniformly about 
north 37 degrees west. The fault position at the entrance to Skidegate Inlet was 
clearly indicated by a sparker survey run for Richfield Oil Corporation. On Gra- 
ham Island the trace of fault strands is readily apparent on air photographs and on 
maps by offset drainage on most creeks. On the ground small eroded scarplets and 
breached sag ponds can also be recognized. A southerly trending splay fault at the 
mouth of Chinukundl Creek has pyritized and shattered granitic rocks on the west 
wall and slickensided semi-consolidated sands and gravels of the Skonun Formation 
on the east wall. This fault dips about 65 degrees westward. On Moresby Island 
from Sandspit to Gray Bay, dead sea cliffs mark the fault line. Along these cliffs, 
homfelsic and pyritized Yakoun agglomerates are cut by a large number of sub- 
parallel subsidiary faults that mostly strike north 30 to 40 degrees west and dip 
60 to 80 degrees northeast. On one fault exposed mullions indicate largely vertical 
movement. Till rests undisturbed on top of a number of faults. However, recent 
seismic activity is indicated by the small topographic features of southern Graham 
Island and the reported disappearance of the beach at Sandspit and fissuring of the 
beach at Skidegate (Milne, 1956, p. 134) d wing a 1929 earthquake that had an 
epicentre in H&ate Strait. 

The belief that the fault continues southward from Cumshewa Head for at 
least 50 miles is based on the submarine topography. Along a line on strike with 
the fault the topography changes markedly. A submarine plain lies at shallow 
depth to the east of the line and complex topography with relief up to 1,000 feet 
lies to the west. 

Rocks exposed in the west block are invariably older than those exposed in the 
east-Yakoun Formation and Sandspit plutons in the west, Mass& and Skonun 
Formations in the east. The Sandspit plutons are apparently aligned along the 
fault trace but are cut by the faults and teem to have supplied detritus to the Skonun 
Formation. 

One can only guess the amount of movement on the Sandspit fault because 
exposure, particularly of the eastern block, is so scant. Certainly the eastern block 
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has been dropped many thousands of feet relative to the west; however, latest move- 
ment as indicated by the scarplets appears to have been east block up. The hori- 
zontal component of movement is completely unknown, but with such a long straight 
fault it is probably significant. 

Age: If the emplacement of thz Sandspit plutons was controlled by the Sand- 
spit fault, then this structure was most likely active in the Cretaceous, and although 
some strands have not been active since the Pleistocene, others most certainly have. 

QUEEN CHARLOTTE FAULT 

Off the west coast of the Queen Charlotte Islands is a great fault, the Queen 
Charlotte fault, that has a different order of magnitude to the ones previously 
described, for it is part of the circum-Pacific, continental margin fault linkage 
(St. Amand, 1957). Observations regarding this fault are also of a different nature 
and consist solely of submarine topography, seismic activity, continuity with other 
such faults, and theoretical considerations. 

The bathymetry of the west coast of the Queen Charlotte Islands is outlined 
in a reconnaissance manner on Canadian Hydrographic Service Charts (3844, 3853, 
3854), hut when contoured it is sufficient to indicate the surface trace of the fault 
(see Fig. 28). This is in fact a connected series of canoe-shaped depressions on 
the continental slope oriented about north 43 degrees west in the southern part and 
curving smoothly to north 30 degrees west in the north along the whole length of 
the Queen Charlotte Islands (200 miles) and undoubtedly beyond. All we know 
of the geology of the Queen Charlotte Islands leads us to believe that the geology of 
the slope will be complicated and that massive volcanic rocks will most likely he the 
commonest rocks. These considerations of alignment and probably geology make 
an alternative explanation of the unusual topography unlikely-that is, that it repre- 
sents the back edge of a massive slumped block. 

The Queen Charlotte Islands and vicinity probably form the most highly seis- 
mic a~ea in Canada. Figure 29 shows the plotted epicentres of major recorded 
shocks from 1921 to 1961. Because of the geometry of seismograph stations, the 
recorded positions of most epicentres are not very accurate. However, the epi- 
centre of a great earthquake like the Queen Charlotte earthquake of August 22, 
1949 (54.2 degrees north, 133.5 degrees west), is probably fairly accurately located, 
is close to the Queen Charlotte fault, and undoubtedly represents movement on this 
fault. Hodgson and Milne (195,1, pp. 231-232), in a study of direction of fault- 
ing in the north Pacific, conclude this shock was caused by a fault striking north 
29 degrees west and dipping 77 degrees northeastward and that motion was almost 
purely right-hand tramcurrent, with minor movement of the west block downward. 
Many of the other epicentres may result from movement on this fault. Milne 
(1964) shows total strain release concentrated along the Queen Charlotte fault 
line. No estimate of the initial age of this fault can be made other than to suggest 
that it is probably similar to the Denali fault of Alaska and is active currently. 
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Fig. 29. Distribution of earthquake epicentres greater than magnitude 4. 
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OTHER NORTHWEST FAULTS 

Many other faults are oriented northwesterly, but none are known to be of the 
same order as those previously described. Faults that appear important occur at 
Gowgaia Bay, Botany Bay, Newcombe Inlet, Tana Point, Kindakun Point, Kwana 
Bay, Ghost and Phantom Creeks, and west of the Yakoun River. Most of these are 
shear zones with evident right lateral displacement. 

FAULTS OTHER THAN NORTHWEST 

Faults in other orientations have not been traced for much more than 10 miles, 
but some have the appearance of being large. Significant northerly striking faults 
occur at Rose Inlet, Bumaby Island, north of Rennell Sound, and at Frederick 
Island. Many of these are left lateral shears with some relative downthrow of the 
east block. Significant faults oriented approximately north 60 degrees east arc 
widely distributed, particularly near Lockeport and Moore Channels, Van Inlet, 
and Sialun Bay. Linears of this orientation are the most common throughout 
Graham Island. North and west of Masset Inlet most of the faults of this orienta- 
tion have a vertical component of movement that drops the south block, but many 
may have a significant horizontal component, which in the south is right lateral but 
in the north is left lateral. If the linears and the faults have the same origin, these 
structures are relatively young. Another orientation of many faults is approxi- 
mately east. These are prominent near Skincuttle Inlet, Mike Inlet, Bottle Inlet, and 
Langara Island. Linears of this orientation are common on northern Graham 
Island. Some of these faults are definitely left lateral, such as that at Langara, and 
a probable fault at Parry Passage, along which the Cape Knox porphyry has been 
emplaced. Others seem to be normal faults on which the south block has dropped. 

It is not clear whether the liners belong either entirely or partially to the 
systems just described. In a few instances linears can be traced into faults, and 
it is likely that all linears represent fractures of some displacement. Most of the 
linears plotted are in northern and central Graham Island, areas of meagre outcrop 
and gentle relief. In this area most linears are oriented in the northeast quadrant, 
but there is a swing in average orientation from northerly in the south to easterly 
in the north. If this pattern is compared with the fold pattern of the Masset Forma- 
tion the same area (see Fig. 301, a tendency to an orthogonal net related to bedding 
can be detected. This leaves some doubt about the kinship of the main mass of 
linears to the main fault systems. 

The pattern of faults includes four main orientations which rotate slightly anti- 
clockwise from the south to the centre and then clockwise to the north. The north- 
westerly shears are the dominant faults by an order of magnitude. The northerly, 
north 60 degrees west, and easterly faults are smaller and fewer but still important. 
Most faults seem to combine wrench and normal movement with down-dropped 
sides on the east or south block, and wrench movement as shown below. 



It seems unlikely that such a fracture pattern results from only one stress 
pattern, and yet in general all fault systems appear to have been active over a long 
and overlapping period. A preliminary synthesis that appeals to the writer is that 
great clockwise shear stress built up to be periodically released by sufficient large 
rupture so that the general cordilleran east-west compression became dominant in 
between. 

FOLDS 

Folds are important structural features on the Queen Charlotte Islands, but are 
of lesser importance than the faults and may largely he secondary features. The 
intensity of folding is low. Characteristically great monoclinial or warped panels 
of volcanic rock dip less than 30 degrees. Only locally are sedimentary rocks com- 
pressed into steep or overturned folds, Folds appear to have originated in part from 
regional stress systems together with a conjugate fault system, in part as local adjust- 
ments to fault block movement, and in part without obvious relation to faults. The 
fold systems are shown on Figure 30, where they are distinguished according to the 
rocks involved into four classes-Triassic and Jurassic, Cretaceous, Early Tertiary, 
and Late Tertiary. Trend lines in monoclinal panels are shown in addition to fold 
axes. The fold systems of the respective classes are so different they will be treated 
separately. 

FOLDS IN TRIASSIC AND JURASSIC ROCKS 

Triassic and Jurassic rocks are folded in two distinct orientations--west and 
northwest. Axes of both orientation are distributed throughout the islands where 
rocks of these ages are exposed. Westerly axes are prominent along the east coast 
from Juan Perez Sound to Luxana Bay, along the west coast from Kootenay Inlet to 
Chaatl Island, at Frederick Island, at South Bay, and north of Yakoun Lake. In the 
first-order folds, anticlines are better defined than synclines. Major anticlines 
include one south of Buck Channel, one at Kootenay Inlet, one at Ikeda Cove, and 
one north of Kunghit Island. These have half wave lengths of 5 to 8 miles and 
amplitudes of 2 to 3 miles, or less than the total thickness of Karmutsen laws. 
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Fig. 30. Fold systems. 
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Northwesterly trends are prominent along the course of the Louscoone fault, 
Darwin Strait, Tasu Sound, Copper River, Rennell Sound, and Sialun Bay. Many 
of these trends are in fact monoclinal panels, but others are complete folds (Crescent 
Inlet), some of which are tightly compressed and faulted (Newcombe Inlet). 

Interftirence effects between folds in the two orientations may be present, as 
for example in the area between Tasu Sound and Inskip Channel, but such effects 
may be obscured by younger rocks not involved in these foldings. At many local- 
ities westerly fold axes on approach to major transverse faults either lose their 
identity or appear to bend toward the trend of the fault and/or the northwest folds. 
The swing of axes into the major dislocations and alignment of northwest fold axes 
along the faults probably indicate that the easterly folding was the earlier and that 
the northwest folding is related to compression across these primarily tangential 
shears. The faulted folds at the north end of Newcombe Inlet impressed on a first- 
order easterly plunging anticline of Kootenay Inlet are good examples of the inter- 
action of these two fold systems and of the lack of clear definition of critical relation- 
ships on a large scale. 

Second-order folds are inclined to be more compressed, and third-order folds 
may be isoclinal and very complex. In general, massive or pillowed Karmutsen 
lavas are not subject to intense minor folding, except tuffaceous limestones and 
shales near the base (for example, at Shuttle Island). In contrast the Baggy and 
carbonaceous Kunga rocks are particularly subject to minor folding. Chevron-type 
folds of a few tens of feet are very common. Complex folds of two generations are 
also common (for example, south shore of Maude Island). No particular study 
was made of these complex minor folds, but the indications from reconnaissance 
observations was that easterly folding predated northwesterly. 

FOLDS IN CRETACEOUS ROCKS 

The main mass of Cretaceous rocks is exposed from northern Louise Island to 
Yakoun Lake, where there is a northwesterly trending fold system with axes entirely 
parallel with the Rennell fault system. In the northeast these folds are gentle, dips 
rarely exceed 30 degrees, but on approach to the Rennell fault zone intensity in- 
creases markedly so that minor folds are compressed, and vertical or slightly over- 
turned attitudes are the rule. Again compression normal to the northwest shears 
seems to be an essential explanation, but in this instance the gradient of intensity 
toward the Rennell fault seems fairly conclusive evidence of this stress orientation 
and strain release. 

In contrast to the overt and uniform fold pattern about Skidegate Inlet, 
Cretaceous rocks elsewhere have a rather random array of fold axes in which north- 
westerly, easterly, and northeasterly ones are all common. 

FOLDS IN EARLY TERTIARY Roth-s 

Early Tertiary rocks, the Masset Formation, are chiefly warped into broad 
gentle non-axial folds that are not likely to bc of compressional origin. Most prom- 
inent is the broad basin of central Graham Island. However, linear structures do 
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occur; for example, the “ anticline ” from Hippa Island north to Otard Bay and the 
broad very gentle warped syncline between Cape Naden and Omega Mountain. 
Other distinct folds occur south of Kootenay Inlet, Long Inlet, and north of Slate- 
chuck Mountain. Monoclinal volcanic panels occur about Dawson Harbour, 
Selwyn to Atli Inlets, Ramsay Island, and Lawn Hill There is little unity to these 
various trends. Some undoubtedly reflect initial dip and others tilting of fault 
blocks. Few are compressional folds, except those south of Kootenay Inlet and 
possibly the anticline north of Hippa Island. The origin of the basin of Graham 
Island and the Hippa anticline is not clear, but the former may represent sag over 
an evacuated magma chamber. The anticline may be a remnant of a linear volcanic 
structure of accumulation, although the fact the ” basement ” also appears to be 
elevated along this trend makes this unlikely. Along the northeast shore of Rennell 
Sound the southern edge of the basin is turned up sharply, and this is most likely 
related to movement on the Rennell fault. 

FOLDS IN LATE TERTIARY ROCKS 

Late Tertiary rocks are generally undeformed, except north of the “ basement ” 
sill that divides the main basin from the one along Dixon Entrance (see Fig. 19 
and p. 124). In the main basin, beds at the surface are essentially flat, but with 
increasing depth in the exploratory wells, dip increases toward the basin probably 
as a result of compaction. In contrast to the southern basin, along Dixon Entrance 
there is evidence of intense tectonic activity during deposition (see pp. 120, t24), 
and this activity continued after deposition, for the surface exposures reveal 
faulted anticlinal folds which at Skonun Point are oriented east and plunge gently 
westward, and at Tow Hill are oriented about north 20 degrees east and plunge 
northward. 

TECTONICS 

Any synthesis of the tectonics based on our present knowledge is speculative, 
but certain relationships limit the possible interpretations. The dominance of major 
faulting in the tectonic regimen is scarcely in doubt? nor is the relative importance 
of the northwesterly faults. These faults in particular have had a long history, not 
yet completed. They and similar fundamental fractures have controlled 

(1) the distribution of pillow lava and massive lava facies of the Karmutsen 
Formation (see pp. 41, 49); 

(2) the probable location of volcanic vents of Yakoun Formation reflected in 
the west by the facies front (see pp. 72, 75); 

(3) the probable location and genesis of syntectonic plutons (seep. 145 ); 
(4) sedimentation and distribution of the Longarm Formation (see pp. 77-8 1); 
(5) sedimentation and deformation of the Queen Charlotte Groups (see 

pp. 91-98,151); 
(6) the location and possible genesis of the post-tectonic plutons (see pp. 135, 

146); 
(7) the distribution of recent seismic shocks (see p. 153.) 

These fracture systems have thus been active from Triassic times to the present. 
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The relations between faulting and folding are known with less certainty. 
Easterly folding appears to have been the earliest followed by northwesterly. 
Whether the folding of pre-Cretaceous and Cretaceous rocks in the northwestern 
trend was synchronous, separate, or reinforcing is not known. The compressional 
features normal to the northwest faults in both assemblages are similar but are 
more exactly parallel to the faults in the Cretaceous relationship. Also there is 
evidence of repeated development of easterly and northwesterly folds throughout the 
remaining history. In general, compression appears minor in the Tertiary tectonic 
regimen. 

Fig. 3 1. Tectonic record. 
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Some speculations on the stress systems of the past can be made. The Present 
system for the Queen Charlotte Islands and most of coastal North America, accord- 
ing to Lensen (1960, p. 392), involves principal horizontal stress in a north dircc- 
tion with both direct and indirect evidcncc that major faults are clockwise, trans- 
current, and strike roughly parallel to the Pacific margin. Such a system in the past 
could explain the main northwest shears, the lesser conjugate north shears. and also 
possibly the easterly folds. In addition, the northwest folds and north 60 degrees 
east, and easterly shears must be explained. These may all result from east- 
northeast compress?.m, a normal cordillcran orientation. The fold orientations 
appear to be controlled by the northwest fault orientation, possibly by compression 
against these faults. The shears would be oriented at an acute angle to the main 
compression. An alternation of clockwise shear and cast-northwest compression 
could explain the features present and may result by periodic release of clockwise 
shear by major rupture with the principal horizontal stress then being east-northeast. 

The region of the Queen Charlotte Islands has been tectonically active since 
the first records available in the Triassic, and activity has continued to the present. 
The tectonism is indicated indirectly by a number of parameters which are known 
with varying accuracy. None arc free of subjective elements, estimations, or 
projections. Nevertheless, Figure ?I is an attempt to plot these parameters against 
time and to add them to form a curve crudely representing the tectonic history. 
The curves representing sedimentary deposition and volcanic effusion are ones freest 
of’subjective elements. When the plutonic rocks are dated by isotope methods, this 
curve will be the most accurate. The curve of folding and faulting depends on 
structural information and on the curve of sedimentation. 

It can be observed that plutonism and volcanism are only partly related in 
time. Their fundamental relation has been questioned repeatedly. As is fairly 
common, major volcanism seems to immediately pre-date plutonic emplacement. 
In the Queen Charlotte Islands there is a certain kinship in all igneous rocks appar- 
cnt in their relative high soda-low potash content throughout the spectrum of igneous 
types. These range from oceanic tholciitic basalts of the Karmutsen Formation 
through sodic porphyritic andcsites of the Yakoun Formation to alkali basal& and 
sodic rhyolite ash flows of the Masset Formation, and in plutonic rocks from matic- 
rich hornblende dioritc to quartz diorite syntectonic plutons to diorite, quartz diorite, 
granodiorite, sodic granite post-tectonic plutons. The evidence suggests the Kar- 
mu&en laws represent truly oceanic tholeiites and thus most likely represent a 
relatively unmodified tap of mantle materials. Their geographic and temporal 
relationships to the East Pacific Rise remains to be fully examined, but the rise 
appears to be too young to be a source. The writer has also concluded that the 
evidence favours a hypothesis (p. 145) that the syntectonic plutons were gencrated 
by anatexis of the Karmutsen basalts, along linear zones during periods of extraordi- 
nary high heat flow. Likewise the post-tectonic plutons were generated in a similar 
manner from similar materials and moved upward along the same planes in which 
heat flow was concentrated to become emplaced high in the crust, Post-tectonic 
plutons may have been generated by selective remelting of Karmutsen and other 
units or rheomorphism of syntectonic plutons. The total volume of Yakoun 
andesitcs is small in comparison to Karmutsen basalts or syntectonic plutons. It is 
possible they represent the evolved products of Karmutsen volcanism with addition 
of floated andesine phenocrysts and added alkalis in extensive cupolas along their 
vent line. The evolution may have occurred as part of the syntectonic plutonism; 
this would not bc contradicted by Yakoun mineralogy, chemistry, or the timing of 
their eruption. The Masset volcanism is characteristic of post-tectonic volcanic 
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Fig. 32. Hypothetical evolution of the igneous rocks 

cycles in that it combines columnar plateau basalts with rhyolitic ash flows-in this 
case both sodic. The basalts are more aluminous, mcae alkali-rich, and more 
oxidized than the Karmutsen, hence these basalts may represent either a nearly 
complete remelting of Karmutsen lavas or a new tap of mantle materials somewhat 
contaminated by sial or slightly modified by differentiation. The origin of the large 
volume of Masset rhyolites presents the most difficult problem as their volume is 
so great. They were erupted with the basalts and in part slightly contaminated by 
basalt phenocrysts and magma, but must presumably have been generated at a level 
below that of any of the knowngeology, including by extrapolation that of Vancouver 
Island (Late Paleozoic Sicker Group basalts, etc.). One must look to southeastern 
Alaska with its Early Palaeozoic plutonic rocks (Brew ef al., 1966) for a possibly 
buried smmx that could be sufficiently deep to have been mobilized and of suitable 
petrology. Figure 6-13 (Sutherland Brown, 1966, p. 100) shows in a s&ion to the 
mantle a layer with intermediate seismic velwities similar to that of granite at about 
10 kilometres that could be a source for the rhyolites. Figure 32 illustrates diagram- 
matically the present speculations on origin and lineage of the igneous rocks of the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. 
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The evolution of the sedimentary rocks is related to the whole tectonic process. 
The trend is indicated by Figure 33, which shows a ternary diagram of quartz, total 
feldspar, and rock fragments in sandstones from all sedimentary units. From the 
almost quartzless Ethic sandstones of the Kunga Formation there is a fairly smooth 
bend of average composition toward the quartz-rich feldspathic sandstones of the 
Skonun Formation which are relatively poor in rock fragments. The Queen Char- 
lotte Group presents a minor interruption in the trend as shown because the basal 
Haida sandstones which are relatively quartz-rich are proportionally too well 
represented, and also the Skidegate Formation as a whole is very much more feld- 
spathic than the other sandstones of the group. Over-all feldspar increased sharply 
from Kunga to Maude but thereafter remained about 30 per cent, except in the 
Skidegate. Potash feldspar remained rare until the Haida deposition, thereafter the 
ratio to plagioclase remained in the range 1:5 to 1 :lO. Prior to the Skonun 
deposition, substantially all sediment appears to have been derived within the general 
region of the Queen Charlotte Islands. The Skonun, however, appears to have a 
minor admixture from distant and disparate sources. Nevertheless the trend is 
clearly set that from a low quartz basaltic “ basement ” all evolution, in igneous 
source rocks and sedimentary processes, have tended toward increasing quartz at 
the expense of rock fragments. 

Fig. 33. Evoluti,on of the sedimentary rocks. 
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